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Nexans launches its AGICITY® range to speed up the development of
electric mobility
The Group strengthens its position on the electric mobility market with the launch of Nexans AGICITY®,
a range of dedicated solutions designed to facilitate the rollout of sustainable mobility in urban, suburban
and rural areas.
Paris La Défense, June 12, 2018 – Today’s government initiatives aimed at reducing the carbon
footprint largely contribute to the transition of the automotive sector. Furthermore, as the price of
batteries continues to decrease, electric cars could become cheaper than internal combustion engine
vehicles, benefitting from a significant drop in life-cycle costs. By 2040, electric vehicles (EVs) could
even account for 54% of new car sales1 providing the charging infrastructure keeps pace with the trend.
To speed up the switch to electric mobility, Nexans is introducing its Nexans AGICITY® range, which
aims to facilitate the rollout of public and private EV charging infrastructure.
AGICITY®, electric mobility made simple
As a developer and manufacturer, the Group has been expanding its know-how in the electric mobility
sector since 2010 by participating in major innovation programs, such as BienVEnu and Eco2Charge.
Today, building on its expertise, innovation capacity and solid network of partners, Nexans is launching
AGICITY®, a complete solution for ergonomic and scalable EV charging infrastructures.
Nexans' AGICITY® enables dynamic station management, improving energy efficiency and providing a
solution to the various individual service needs. Working closely with regional authorities, Nexans
contributes to the rollout of a shared electric mobility model aimed at reducing the cost of mobility borne
by local communities and residents in suburban and rural areas.
An end-to-end infrastructure charging solution
Capitalizing on the synergy of its solutions with the Group’s partners in the EV charging sector, Nexans
benefits from a unique position on the e-mobility market covering the entire value chain: from charging to
the information and communication technology.
Nexans markets tri-standard terminals enabling alternating- and direct-current charging up to 24 kW as
well as rapid charging. The Nexans AGICITY® range offers complete EV charging solutions, including
services specifically designed to help companies and local communities transition smoothly to emobility. Whether for company fleets, public or private parking areas or street charging stations, the
modular technology provided by Nexans makes it easy to define, develop and upgrade any fleet of
charging stations in order to help integrate new mobilities.
Nexans’ supervision systems provide regional authorities and companies with reliable charging
operations thanks to real-time remote diagnosis and supervision functions. Furthermore, the Nexans EV
charging stations include payment and car sharing options. They are compatible with all vehicles on the
market and are interoperable with shared mobility operators.
“The launch of Nexans AGICITY® confirms the Group’s aim to go beyond cables,” says
Dirk Steinbrink, Chief Technical Officer at Nexans. “Nexans assists its customers at each stage of
the implementation and operation of EV charging infrastructure. Our teams provide project support from
the definition of needs and design of customized systems, and throughout the infrastructure’s entire lifecycle including manufacturing, installation and sale.”
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With its sales & marketing network and industry partnerships, Nexans is a solid stakeholder in the EV
charging sector. Furthermore, Nexans has a Qualifelec-approved center in France for training EV
charging station installers.

About Nexans
As a global leader in advanced cabling and connectivity solutions, Nexans brings energy to life through an extensive
range of best-in-class products and innovative services. For over 120 years, innovation has been the company’s
hallmark, enabling Nexans to drive a safer, smarter and more efficient future together with its customers.
Today, the Nexans Group is committed to facilitating energy transition and supporting the exponential growth of
data by empowering its customers in four main business areas: Building & Territories (including utilities, smart grids,
e-mobility), High Voltage & Projects (covering offshore wind farms, submarine interconnections, land high voltage),
Telecom & Data (covering data transmission, telecom networks, hyperscale data centers, LAN), and Industry &
Solutions (including renewables, transportation, Oil & Gas, automation, and others).
Corporate Social Responsibility is a guiding principle of Nexans’ business activities and internal practices. In 2013
Nexans became the first cable provider to create a Foundation supporting sustainable initiatives bringing access to
energy to disadvantaged communities worldwide. The Group’s commitment to developing ethical, sustainable and
high-quality cables drives its active involvement within several leading industry associations, including Europacable,
the National Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA), International Cablemakers Federation (ICF) or CIGRE to
mention a few.
Nexans employs more than 26,000 people with industrial footprint in 34 countries and commercial activities
worldwide. In 2017, the Group generated 6.4 billion euros in sales. Nexans is listed on Euronext Paris, compartment
A.
For more information, please visit: www.nexans.com
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